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Abstract: 

Experiments to deduce ion fractions P+ of He+ ions scattered from Ag(110) and 

various Au surfaces in the LEIS energy regime (0.6 - 9 keV) were performed by 

means of TOF-LEIS. For Au, P+ was measured for a Au(110) 1x2 reconstructed 

surface, a Cu0.5Au0.5(100) alloy crystal and for polycrystalline Au. The well-ordered 

atomic structure of Cu0.5Au0.5(100) could be easily resolved. The results clearly 

indicate that P+ may depend strongly on the geometry and composition of the surface 

investigated. For Au(110) a remarkably high fraction of surviving ions from the 

surface layer was deduced from the experimental results.  

 

Introduction: 

In the low energy ion scattering (LEIS) energy regime (0.5-10 keV) primary ions are 

typically very efficiently neutralised in the topmost layers of the scattering surface. If 

the signal of backscattered ions is detected by an electrostatic analyzer (ESA-LEIS) 

this strongly limits information depth and makes LEIS a very surface sensitive tool, 

whenever information on structure and composition of the outermost layers is of 

interest. In principle, a profound understanding of the different charge exchange 

processes is available on a qualitative basis [i]. However, a quantitative prediction of 

the ion yield for a fixed geometry and a certain projectile and target element 

combination is not yet possible. Therefore, usually calibration by elemental standards 

is employed when quantitative analysis is needed. 

Recent experiments by different groups showed independently that the neutralization 

efficiency for He+ scattered from elemental metal surfaces with different orientations 



may differ significantly [ii-vi]. For the experiments performed in grazing incidence an 

accurate theoretical model is available [vii]. In LEIS, however, no crystal effect was 

expected since it was commonly accepted that the neutralization efficiency is a 

property of the combination of projectile and scattering centre only [i]. However, some 

evidence for influence of the chemical environment and the trajectory has been 

reported in the literature [viii-xii]. 

State of the art description of charge exchange for noble gas ions on metallic 

surfaces distinguishes two types of processes: (i) Auger processes, which depend on 

the interaction time only, and (ii) local collision induced processes that are only active 

below a certain distance of projectile and target atom. 

Auger neutralization (AN) along the trajectory is possible at any primary 

energy [xiii]. The neutralization rate – dP+/dt depends on the Auger transition rate ΓA 

via - dP+/dt = P+
·ΓA. Accordingly, surviving probabilities P+

in and P+
out for incoming 

and outgoing trajectories follow 

 P+
j = exp[-0∫

 ∆tj
 ΓA(z(t))dt] = exp[-〈ΓA〉∆tj] ≈ exp[-〈ΓA〉∆zj/v⊥j] ≡ exp[-vcj/v⊥j], (1) 

where j stands for in or out, 〈ΓA〉 denotes the transition rate averaged over the 

trajectory and ∆t is the time spent by the projectile in the region ∆z, where 

neutralization processes occur. The characteristic velocity vc, defined in Eq. (1), is a 

measure for neutralization efficiency. From Eq. (1) it is clear that AN scales with ∆t, 

which is approximately equivalent to scaling with the velocity component v⊥ of the 

projectile normal to the surface. PAN
+ describes the fraction of projectiles that have 

survived surface scattering without being neutralized by AN and is given by PAN
+ = 

P+
in·P

+
out = exp[-〈ΓA〉(∆tin + ∆tout)] ≈ exp(-vc/v⊥), with the abbreviation 1/v⊥ ≡ 1/v⊥in + 

1/v⊥out. 

Collision induced processes, i.e. collision induced neutralization (CIN) and 

reionization (CIR), as already mentioned before, become possible for a minimum 

distance between projectile and scattering centre smaller than a critical value 

Rmin(E,θ) [xiv-xvi]. In the collision between the projectile and a target atom, a 

minimum distance smaller than Rmin is reached if for a fixed scattering angle θ − the 

projectile energy E exceeds a certain threshold Eth. The specific value of Eth depends 

on the atomic species of the collision partners and on the scattering angle θ; e.g., for 

He+ scattered from Cu and θ =129°, Eth = 2100 eV [i]. Thus, the probabilities for the 



collision induced processes, PCIN and PCIR, depend on E and θ instead of v⊥. Note, 

that at typical conditions PCIN > PCIR holds, so that P+ < PAN
+ in the reionization 

regime. 

Recently, an additional non-local ionization process has been introduced: in an 

Auger ionization (AI) process two electrons are excited simultaneously, one from the 

projectile atomic level and one from the conduction band of the metal. AI, in contrast 

to AN requires a minimum kinetic energy of the projectile [vii]. Therefore, this process 

will considerably contribute for high energies and may be relevant in the reionization 

regime only. 

It is desirable to achieve more profound understanding of charge exchange 

processes and of information depth, as required for applications, where quantitative 

information on surface composition is deduced exclusively from ion yields. In this 

respect many questions arise, e.g., whether charge exchange processes are 

considerably influenced by the electronic structure of neighbouring atoms, or by the 

presence of electronic surface states.  

This article presents results of experiments performed for various noble metal 

and alloy crystals, i.e. Ag, Au and Cu0.5Au0.5(100). The main aim of this investigation 

was to find out whether the crystal effects observed for He+ and Cu are a unique 

property of this element or can also be observed for other materials. Furthermore, 

threshold energies for collision induced processes were deduced and the trajectory 

dependence of P+ was investigated. 

 

Experimental setup 

The experiments were performed using the Time-Of-Flight- (TOF-) LEIS setup 

ACOLISSA [xvii] with a scattering angle θ of 129° and a detector acceptance angle of 

0.92°. The system is typically operated at a time resolution set to 10 to 25 ns 

corresponding to an energy resolution of 1 to 5% for He+ ions at 3 keV. A post 

acceleration voltage can be applied along part of the flight path between sample and 

detector to separate backscattered ions from neutrals. The primary beam current is 

set between 25 to 100 nA in full beam mode, yielding 5 to 20 pA in the chopped 

beam mode, which makes TOF-LEIS virtually non-destructive. The beam current 

remains constant to within 10% after thermal equilibration (~ 2 h). At normal 

incidence, the beam spot on the sample was found to be smaller than 1 mm in 



diameter. From this the “safe” range of incident angles follows (angle of incidence α < 

65°, with respect to the surface normal) ensuring that the whole irradiated spot is 

visible for the detector. The angular precision of the manipulator is ± 0.1° and ± 0.2° 

for polar and azimuth scans, respectively. 

The samples were prepared by repetitive sputtering - annealing cycles, 

performed with 3 keV Ar+ ions and subsequent heating, typically to ~ 650 K, 

depending on the sample. Surface purity was checked by Auger electron 

spectroscopy (AES) and crystal structure of single crystals by low-energy electron 

diffraction (LEED). 

Measurements were performed for Ag(110), Au(110) and Cu0.5Au0.5(100) 

single crystal surfaces and polycrystalline Au. 4He+ ions with primary energies 

ranging from 0.6 to 9 keV were used as projectiles. For single crystals spectra were 

recorded in double alignment geometries, which suppress contributions from deeper 

layers due to channeling and blocking [xviii]. This allows determination of the ion 

fraction P+ from the areas of the surface peaks of neutrals and ions [v,xix]. Ion 

fractions for polycrystalline samples were deduced from relative measurements by 

comparison to single crystals [xx]. 

 

Results and discussion 

Since the Au(110) surface usually exhibits a characteristic surface reconstruction 

additional experiments were performed on the unreconstructed Ag(110) surface. This 

provided the possibility of a direct comparison of the unreconstructed to the 

reconstructed (110) surface and a better understanding of how the scattering 

geometries influence the ion yield obtained. 

Investigations for Ag(110) were performed for normal incidence. This surface 

offers the possibility to measure in double alignment geometry for different azimuth 

directions: when the scattering plane is formed by the (110) and the (1 1 2) 

directions, single scattering is possible exclusively from first layer atoms; when the 

scattering plane contains the (1 1 0) or the (001) azimuth directions, first and second 

layer contribute to the detected signal. In all these scattering geometries, first and 

second layer are equally illuminated by the primary beam and angular dependent 

blocking of the second layer by first layer atoms is responsible for the number of 

layers being visible for the detector. Note, that the outgoing trajectories of projectiles 



scattered from the second layer are very different for different azimuth directions: 

projectiles scattered perpendicularly to the densely packed rows pass the high 

density electron cloud of first layer atoms; if scattered in parallel, they only 

experience low electron densities (see sketch in Fig.1). If two atomic layers contribute 

to the ion yield and the evaluation is performed straightforward from the ion and 

surface peak areas, A+ and A0, respectively, the ion fraction obtained from the 

experimental quantities A+ and A0, P+ ≡ A+/(A+ + A0) is only an apparent one. 

Consequently, if more than one layer contributes, P+ can only be approximated but 

not exactly described by Eq.1. A perfect fit could be achieved by a sum of single 

exponential functions. 

It is reasonable to expect the ion fraction for scattering from the first layer, P1
+ 

= A1
+/(A1

+ + A1
0) to be higher than that for scattering from the second layer, P2

+ = 

A2
+/(A2

+ + A2
0) and, consequently, P1

+ 
≥ P+, and P2

+ < P+. Fig. 1 shows the results for 

P1
+ (scattering plane formed by the surface normal and the (1 1 2) azimuth direction) 

and P+ obtained for the (001) and (1 1 0) azimuth scattering directions of Ag(110). If 

data are plotted as a function of 1/v⊥ it is possible to fit the results in the sub-

threshold regime, E < Eth, for each geometry by a single exponential function. As a 

threshold energy for collision induced processes, Eth ≈ 1.25 keV is obtained, in good 

agreement with [xv]. In Fig.1, comparison of open circles and full squares or open 

triangles reveals that P1
+ is almost twice P+. This is plausible since neutral yields are 

expected to be comparable, A1
0 ≈ A2

0, while the ion yields are not, A1
+ >> A2

+. For the 

two different azimuth directions that include second layer single scattered particles, a 

small but distinct difference in P+ can be found. The scattering plane that is 

intersected by the densely packed rows (001) exhibits lower ion fractions. 

Characteristic velocities vc are found to be 1.73·105 m/s and 1.62·105 m/s for the 

(001) and (1 1 0) surface string directions respectively. These results show that 

trajectory dependent neutralisation efficiencies are observed for projectiles 

backscattered in different azimuth direction by a single collision with an atom in the 

second layer. This effect is of special importance for very open surfaces like fcc (110) 

where the ion yield contains significant contributions from the second layer, even for 

noble gas atoms as projectiles. 



In order to quantify the ion fractions of individual layers, e.g. the second layer of 

Ag(110), the following model can be established: The intensities deduced from the 

surface peak areas A0 and A+ can be described by  

( )∑ +−⋅⋅=
N

n

nn P1c00 CA   (3) 

and  

∑ +++ ⋅⋅=
N

n

nn PcCA  (4) 

where C0 and C+ denote experimental constants that include specific parameters like 

primary beam current and detector efficiencies. In our set-up, C0 and C+ are either 

identical or can easily be determined [xvii]. If N layers contribute to A0 and A+, and all 

layers are equally illuminated by the primary beam and visible for the detector, cn 

denotes the concentration of atoms per unit area in layer n. A necessary condition for 

the validity of Eqs. (3) and (4) is, that P1
+ does not exhibit any azimuth dependence. 

This is reasonable in LEIS, since due to the large scattering angle only one surface 

atom - and not a surface string - is responsible for backscattering of the impinging 

ion. Another experimental justification will be presented later in this text. 

 

Fig. 1: Apparent ion fractions of 
4
He

+
 scattered from Ag(110) for normal incidence into different 

azimuth directions. The ion fraction for scattering exclusively by surface atoms is much higher than for 

the mixed contributions of first and second layer. Note, that there is a small but distinct difference (10-

20% for E < Eth) for the two different azimuth directions where second layer contributions are included. 

The inset shows the azimuth directions for the surface investigated. 

 



Usually, for single crystals P+ is directly evaluated from A+ and A0, as described 

above, correcting for different detection efficiencies η+ and η0 via  

+

+

+

+

=

η/

/η0

A

A
P

0

1

1
.           (5) 

If N layers contribute, individual Pn
+ values can be deduced from 

measurements of P+ in N non-equivalent geometries by use of Eq. 3, 4, and 5, as 

long as the coefficients cn are known. In the present investigation of Ag(110), P1
+ is 

known from the experiments performed in (1 1 2) azimuth direction, and c1 = c2. This 

permits to evaluate P2
+ for both types of second layer trajectories. E.g., for 1 keV He+ 

ions, P2
+ = 0.05 is found in the (1 1 0) azimuth direction, while in the (001) direction 

P2
+ = 0.01 results. This shows that for subsurface atoms the ion signal may be 

strongly influenced by scattering geometry although in both cases it originates from 

single scattering only.  

For the investigated surface, theoretical Auger rates Γ are available [xxi-xxiii]. 

Linear interpolation of Γ and simulation of trajectories in the employed scattering 

geometry by the molecular dynamics code KALYPSO [xxiv] yields a theoretical vc of 

1.26·105 m/s, in excellent agreement with our experimental value of 1.2·105 m/s. 

With the insights gained from the study of neutralization at the unreconstructed 

Ag(110) surface, one can, as a next step, consider the more complex Au surfaces. 

Cu0.5Au0.5(100) is a crystal with extraordinary properties: Ideally, the first layer is 

composed by Au atoms exclusively, followed by a Cu layer and again a Au-layer, the 

atoms being arranged in an fcc-lattice [xxv,xxvi]. As typical for single crystals and 

double alignment geometry, clear surface peaks are observed for scattered neutrals 

and ions. Due to the substantial difference in mass, the surface peaks of Au and Cu 

can easily be resolved. This allows a direct evaluation of the ion fractions. Figs. 2a 

and 2b present two energy-converted TOF-spectra recorded for 2 keV He+ ions at 

normal incidence and scattering into different azimuth directions, i.e. (001) and (0 1

1, respectively). In Fig. 2a one can observe a pronounced Au surface peak of 

neutrals accompanied by a very low background signal originating from multiple 

scattering. The inset shows the ion spectrum obtained by applying of a post 

acceleration voltage. For this azimuth direction the Cu atoms in the second layer are 

not directly visible for the detector. Therefore, virtually no contribution of Cu is found 



for the neutrals at the energy expected for backscattering in a single collision (kCu·E0 

= 1628 eV). Also, the ion signal for Cu is found to be very small, i. e. the ratio 

A+
Au/A

+
Cu ≈ 30. Most probably, A+

Cu may be attributed to surface defects and 

imperfect layer-separated ordering of Au and Cu. From this it can be estimated that in 

the surface layer about 1 out of 10 Au atoms is replaced by Cu, taking the different 

scattering cross sections of Au and Cu into account.   

   

Fig. 2: Energy converted TOF-spectra obtained for 2 keV 
4
He

+
 ions scattered from Cu0.5Au0.5(100) with 

post acceleration voltage applied. The inset shows the ion spectrum. a) Normal incidence and φ = 0° - 

azimuth (001). b) Normal incidence and φ = 45° - azimuth (0 1 1). In a) almost no Cu contribution is 

visible and the ion signal ratio A
+

Au/A
+

Cu is around 30. In b) elevated background contributions are 

observed at all energies displayed. Additionally, a clear Cu surface peak appears. The ion signal ratio 

A
+

Au/A
+

Cu is around 10. 



In Fig. 2b the spectrum shape is remarkably different. For the chosen azimuth 

direction, i.e. (0 1 1) the second layer of Cu is completely visible, for the primary 

beam as well as for the detector. The Au surface peak looks qualitatively similar as in 

Fig. 2a and the peak areas A+ are equal in Figs. 2a and 2b. For energies lower than 

expected for single scattering from Au, i.e. below kAu·E0, a strong increase in the 

detected yield is observed. This can be attributed to enhanced multiple scattering 

from Au in this geometry, and to small angle scattering by Cu. At kCu·E0 a large 

contribution of Cu to the backscattered neutrals is observed. Note, that A0,Cu ≈ A0,Au, 

although the scattering cross section of Au is significantly higher (dσAu/dσCu ≈ 2.3). 

This is attributed to very effective focusing of primary particles onto Cu atoms in the 

second layer. Also the ratio of the ion yields is changed, with A+
Au/A

+
Cu ≈ 10. Note, 

that A+
Au does not change significantly. Consequently, an analysis of P+

Au shows no 

azimuth dependence of the ion fraction. In terms of A+
Cu it follows that in Fig. 2b the 

ion yield is increased by a factor of about 3, due to contributions from Cu in the 

second layer. This is of importance for surface composition analysis: a naïve 

evaluation of elemental surface concentrations from the ion yields in Fig. 2b, a Cu 

concentration of ∼ 25% would erroneously result.  

 

Fig. 3: (Apparent) ion fractions obtained for 
4
He

+
 ions with energies between 0.6 and 2 keV scattered 

in double alignment geometries from Cu0.5Au0.5(100) and Au(110) and for normal incidence from 

polycrystalline Au. The ion fractions for Aupoly and Cu0.5Au0.5(100) are equal within statistical 

uncertainties. P
+
 for Au(110) shows a distinct difference for energies below the threshold for 

reionization Eth which was experimentally determined to be 1 keV. 



For all further investigations the ion fraction of Au in Cu0.5Au0.5(100) was determined 

only for the geometry corresponding to Fig. 2a. Fig. 3 shows the resulting PAu
+ for 

4He+ scattered from Cu0.5Au0.5(100), Au(110) and polycrystalline Au in the energy 

range 0.6 keV to 2 keV. For all surfaces investigated one single reionization threshold 

is found, Eth ≈ 1 keV, in good agreement with [i]. Furthermore, this shows that the Eth 

is indeed a property of scatterer and projectile atom only, without any influence of the 

matrix. For energies below Eth the ion fraction P+ can be described by Eq. (1). Note, 

that there is no statistically significant difference in P+ for He+ scattered from Au in 

Cu0.5Au0.5(100) or from polycrystalline Au (open circles and asterisks, respectively), i. 

e. all data can be fitted by a single exponential function with vc = 1.60·105 m/s. For 

the (1 1 2) azimuth direction of Au(110), higher P+ values (full squares in Fig. 3) are 

obtained than for the other surfaces at energies below Eth. The corresponding vc is 

found to be 1.42·105 m/s. This again can be attributed to a crystal effect. In contrast, 

in the reionization regime P+ turns out to be equal or lower than for the other surfaces 

investigated. 

Since Au(110) is a reconstructed surface, it is not possible to limit the single 

scattering contributions to the outermost atomic layer with the experimental setup 

used, as it was the case for Ag(110). Au(110) exhibits a 1x2 “missing row” 

reconstruction at the conditions of the presented experiments [xxvii,xxviii]. In the 

scattering geometry presented in Fig. 3, i.e. normal incidence and (1 1 2) azimuth, 

first and second layer are equally contributing to the yield of particles backscattered 

in a single collision. Since the orientation of the surface is different to Cu0.5Au0.5(100), 

no significant focusing of primary particles onto the second layer is observed. Again, 

of course there is a significant difference in the survival probability of ions for 

scattering from each layer and the obtained ion fraction is only an apparent one. 

Thus, it is clear, that for 4He+ and the first layer of Au(110) P1
+ will be significantly 

higher than P+ and a pronounced crystal effect has to be expected. 

In contrast to Ag(110), for Au(110) and normal incidence of He+ it is possible 

to measure in two distinct azimuth directions with different numbers of atoms from the 

second layer, c2, contributing to the backscattered yield. For azimuth (001), c2 = 2·c1; 

for azimuth (1 1 2), c2 = c1. Fig. 4 presents experimental results for these two 

different azimuth scattering planes. The pronounced difference in P+ already 

indicates – as expected – that P1
+ will be significantly higher than P2

+ and any directly 



measured apparent P+. If now the calculation is performed including the uncertainties 

in the vc values as outlined before, one obtains P1
+ (green line in Fig. 4). Note, that 

the results of this evaluation (black dash-dotted line) are not exactly described by 

Eq.1. Finally, P1
+ is obtained as a fit of a single exponential (see Eq.1).  

 

Fig. 4: Measured apparent ion fractions for 
4
He

+
 ions and primary energies of 0.6 to 2 keV scattered 

for various azimuth orientations from the Au(110) 1x2 reconstructed surface (full and open squares). 

Fits to the data in the Auger regime are shown with the corresponding characteristic velocity vc and 

their uncertainties (black and blue full and dashed lines). The figure also shows the deduced ion 

fraction P1
+
 of the first layer and its uncertainty resulting from the uncertainty of measured data (black 

dash dotted line). Since this line is no single exponential, P1
+
 is obtained as a fit according to Eq. 1 

(green dotted line), with an extraordinary low characteristic velocity (vc = 8.75x10
4
 m/s). 

 

The results show that P1
+ is extraordinarily high for the reconstructed Au(110) 

surface compared to Cu0.5Au0.5(100) or polycrystalline Au; an increase of almost a 

factor of 2 is observed. The characteristic velocity vc that fits the deduced values of 

P1
+ is found to be 8.75·104 m/s. This result clearly indicates, that in Au(110) the 

electronic structure of the outermost layer is very different from that of deeper layers 

or other Au surfaces. Similar conclusions have been drawn from previous 

investigations by different techniques [xxix,xxx]. Furthermore, it was reported that 

surface states present in other Au surfaces are missing in Au(110) [xxxi].   

 



Conclusions: 

The neutralisation behaviour of and Au surface atoms embedded in different matrices 

was experimentally investigated. Threshold energies Eth for collision induced charge 

exchange were determined. For a certain combination of projectile and target atom, 

Eth was found to be equal for pure metal and alloy crystals. This confirms the local 

character of collision induced processes. Trajectory dependent apparent ion fractions 

for scattering in different azimuth directions from Ag(110) surface atoms were 

observed. This is attributed to different electron densities along the trajectories. 

Scattering from the second layer can significantly contribute to the obtained ion yield.  

Also for Au, strong crystal effects can be observed. Whereas Au in Cu0.5Au0.5 and 

polycrystalline Au exhibits similar neutralisation behaviour, Au(110) showed 

extraordinarily high ion fractions for the first layer. These findings were deduced from 

experimental results recorded in distinct geometries. The first layer of Au(110) 

behaves completely different in comparison to other Au surfaces, as observed in 

other investigations. Pronounced subsurface contributions to the ion yield have been 

observed. Thus, it was shown that a profound understanding of charge exchange 

processes and of information depth is demanded, whenever quantitative information 

on surface composition is deduced exclusively from ion yields. Finally, the manifold 

results reported proof that TOF-LEIS is a very powerful tool for probing electronic and 

structural properties of surfaces.  
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